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Abstract
Service quality and cost containment represent two critical challenges in healthcare management.
Toward that end, acute appendicitis, a common surgical condition, is important and requires timely,
accurate diagnosis. The diverse and atypical symptoms make such diagnoses difficult, thus resulting
in increased morbidity and negative appendectomy. While prior research has recognized the use of
classification analysis to support acute appendicitis diagnosis, the skewed distribution of the cases
pertaining to positive or negative acute appendicitis has significantly constrained the effectiveness of
the existing classification techniques. In this study, we develop a pre-clustering-based classification
(PCC) technique to address the skewed distribution problem common to acute appendicitis diagnosis.
We empirically evaluate the proposed PCC technique with 574 clinical cases of positive and negative
acute appendicitis obtained from a tertiary medical center in Taiwan. Our evaluation includes
tradition support vector machine, a prevalent resampling classification technique, Alvarado scoring
system, and a multi-classifier committee for performance benchmark purposes. Our results show the
PCC technique more effective and less biased than the benchmark techniques, without favoring the
positive or negative class.
Keywords: Acute Appendicitis, Imbalanced Dataset, Classification Analysis, Re-sampling Approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The growing demand on service quality and cost containment challenge the healthcare organizations
around the world (Kraft et al. 2003; Walczak & Scharf 2000); they are particularly crucial with respect
to common illness or medical conditions. For example, acute appendicitis is a common surgical
condition that requires timely, accurate diagnosis (Prabhudesai et al. 2008). Delayed or missed
diagnoses can increase the morbidity and prolong patients’ hospital stay because of serious
complications (Flum & Koepsell 2002; Chen & Hu 2009; Ditillo et al. 2006). On the other hand,
negative (unnecessary) appendectomies demand significant patient care costs that should be avoided
altogether. The average cost of a negative appendectomy was estimated at EUR 2,712 in Europe
(Bijnen et al 2003) and the annual expenses of negative appendectomies in the United States
amounted to USD 740 million (Flum & Koepsell 2002).
Acute appendicitis diagnosis involves patient history and clinical examination. Diverse and atypical
symptoms make timely, accurate diagnosis of acute appendicitis difficult (Birnbaum & Wilson 2000).
Typical symptoms of acute appendicitis (such as right lower quadrant pain, abdominal rigidity, and
migration pain) are observed with 50% to 67% of the patients only (Old et al. 2005; Filewood 2005).
The likelihood of missed diagnoses by experienced clinicians was estimated between 20% and 33%
(Old et al. 2005; Pieper et al. 1982), and the probability of negative appendectomy between 9% and
40% (Liang 2005; Prabhudesai et al. 2008; Bijnen et al. 2003; Birnbaum & Wilson 2000). Although
an extended observation of the patient could improve the diagnostic accuracy, it likely will cause
serious complications because of delaying an appendectomy (Ditillo et al. 2006). The use of imaging
technologies, including ultra-sonography (US) and computed tomography (CT), has been shown to
improve the diagnostic accuracy; however, the cost and availability make their routine use impractical
(Prabhudesai et al. 2008).
The recent advancements of information technology and the growing use of databases have
encouraged the data mining approach for reducing the likelihood of misdiagnosis as well as avoiding
unnecessary surgeries through systematic analyses of patients’ medical records (Kraft et al. 2003;
Walczak & Scharf 2000; Delgado et al. 2001). Toward that end, classification analysis is essential,
hereby revealing important patterns or rules that separate the clinical cases of positive versus negative
diagnosis. A handful of algorithmic techniques support effective classification analysis that constructs
a prediction model from a training sample consisted of clinical cases. Common techniques cal be
categorized as decision tree induction (e.g., ID3 (Quinlan 1986) and C4.5 (Quinlan 1993)), decision
rule induction (e.g., CN2 (Clark & Boswell 1991)), neural network (e.g., backpropagation neural
network (Rumelhart et al. 1986)), Bayesian classification (Heckerman 1997), Support Vector Machine
(SVM) (Vapnik 1995), or k-nearest-neighbor classification (Dasarathy 1991). Previous research has
applied such classification techniques to support acute appendicitis diagnosis by analyzing and
discovering key diagnostic patterns obscured in the voluminous patient medical records. For example,
Zorman et al. (2001) induce a decision tree from the anamneses for predicting acute appendicitis,
which exhibits a prediction specificity rate ranging 60% and 83%. Prabhudesal et al. (2008) employ
the artificial neural network technique to support acute appendicitis diagnosis and report a reasonably
good prediction performance.
Although prior studies recognize the value of classification analysis for acute appendicitis diagnosis,
they fail to address the problem associated with a skewed distribution of the examples in the training
sample used for building an automated prediction model; that is, a training sample consists of a large
number of cases pertaining to one outcome class and only few examples of cases pertinent to the other
outcome class (Chawla et al. 2002; Cheng & Hu 2009; Kubat & Matwin 1997). Such skewed
distribution problems have been shown to affect the performance of a classification technique
significantly (Cheng & Hu 2009; Chan et al. 1999; Japkowicz 2000). Skewed distribution problems
exist in various real-world classification scenarios (Chan et al. 1999; Kubat et al. 1998; Cheng & Hu
2009); they are common in health care; e.g., disease predictions involving a positive or a negative
diagnosis. Take acute appendicitis for example: we can easily collect a large number of positive cases
(i.e., patients diagnosed of having acute appendicitis) but often have difficulty gathering negative
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cases from patients who suffer from other illnesses or diseases (i.e., non-acute appendicitis). In effect,
negative cases (i.e., non-acute appendicitis) are available through a pathological examination of the
negative appendectomy (Ng et al. 2007; Terasawa et al. 2004).
To address the skewed distribution problem in the training sample, prior research has applied such
techniques as resampling; e.g., over-sampling, and under-sampling. The use of over-sampling
increases the number of the minority cases in the training sample by randomly duplicating or
synthesizing the instances pertaining to the minority outcome class (Lewis & Catlett 1994; Chawla et
al. 2002). In contrast, under-sampling maintains the integrity of the minority cases by reducing the
number of the majority cases in the training sample. In both cases, the intent is to create a training
sample consisted of a comparable number of instances between the outcome classes. However,
re-sampling is associated with sampling biases that in turn constrain the consistency of its results.
We address the skewed distribution problem inherent to constructing a prediction model for acute
appendicitis diagnosis by developing a pre-clustering-based classification technique (PCC), which is
more effective than most prevalent classification techniques. The remainder of the paper is organized
as follows: In Section 2, we provide an overview of acute appendicitis and diagnosis, and review prior
research examining classification analyses involving a skewed distribution of instances in the training
sample. In Section 3, we describe the proposed PCC technique, followed evaluation design details and
key results in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5 with a summary and discussions of the study’s 
contributions and some important future research directions.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section, we provide an overview of the acute appendicitis and common diagnostic methods,
and review previous research examining classification analysis and imbalanced sample problem.
2.1 Acute Appendicitis and Common Diagnosis Methods
Vermiform appendix is an elongated diverticulum with lymphocytic follicles (Graffeo & Counselman
1996). Obstruction of intraluminal space in appendix can cause the production of mucosa and the
proliferation of bacteria, which pressure appendicial wall and thus elicit the clinical symptoms (signs)
of appendicitis. Acute appendicitis is a common surgical condition requiring a timely, accurate
diagnosis (Prabhudesai et al. 2008). On average, the likelihood that an individual suffers from
appendicitis in his or her life span is approximately 7% (Hardin 1999). Acute appendicitis can occur at
any age, but more common with people between 10 and 30 years old (Schwartz 1994; Pieper et al.
1982). Although the fatality of acute appendicitis is relatively low (i.e., less than 1%), a delayed or
missed diagnosis can lead to appendicial ruptures and other lethal complications.
The most common symptom of acute appendicitis is abdominal pain; other symptoms include
anorexia, nausea, vomiting and migratory pain. Abdominal pains are often observed in many other
illnesses and diseases, thus making an early, accurate diagnosis of appendicitis challenging (Hardin
1999). To assist acute appendicitis diagnosis by clinicians, several scoring systems are developed. For
example, the Alvarado scoring system, also known as MANTRELS, represents a salient scoring
system among clinicians (Alvarado 1986; Abdeldaim et al. 2007). It depends on eight predictive
factors for acute appendicitis diagnosis, including right lower quadrant pain, leukocytosis, migration
of pain to right lower quadrant, anorexia-acetone, nausea or vomiting, rebound pain, elevation of
temperature, and the shift of white blood cell count to left. The two most important factors, right
lower quadrant pain and leukocytosis, are assigned a score of two each, and the other factors are
assigned a score of one each for a total score of 10. A patient should be considered as suffering from
acute appendicitis if the total score reaches 7 or higher. The use of imaging technologies, such as
ultrasonography and computed tomography (CT) also prevails and has been shown valuable to acute
appendicitis diagnosis (Al-Khayal & Al-Omran 2007; Mun et al. 2006). Although ultrasonography
can improve acute appendicitis diagnosis, as suggested by its achieving a high sensitivity rate, the
actual diagnostic value (accuracy) seems to vary greatly among operators who often differ
significantly in skill levels and clinical experiences (Old et al. 2005). CT is generally more accurate
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than ultrasonography but its use involves radiation exposures, substantially higher costs, and limited
availability. Furthermore, the toxicity of contrast media may create negative impacts on patients or
even cause other complications (Old et al. 2005). Together, these considerations confine the use of CT
as a regular mean for acute appendicitis diagnosis clinically.
2.2 Classification Analysis and Imbalanced Dataset Learning
Classification analysis entails a process of automatically constructing a classification model on the
basis of important relationships between the decision classes (i.e., outcomes) and the values of
specified input attributes (i.e., decision variables) in a sample of preclassified examples (i.e., training
instances). Such a classification model, once induced, then can be used to classify new instances. A
host of different algorithmic classification techniques have been developed, which can be broadly
categorized as decision tree induction (e.g., ID3 (Quinlan 1986) and C4.5 (Quinlan 1993)), decision
rule induction (e.g., CN2 (Clark & Boswell 1991)), neural network (e.g., backpropagation neural
network (Rumelhart et al. 1986)), Bayesian classification (Heckerman 1997), support vector machine
(SVM) (Vapnik 1995), or k-nearest-neighbor classification (Dasarathy 1991).
An imbalanced sample has a skewed distribution of preclassified examples across different outcome
classes. While most existing classification techniques assumes a balanced training sample, many
real-world classification scenarios are characterized by a skewed distribution of instances pertaining
to different outcome classes; e.g., fraud detection (Chan et al. 1999), oil spill detection (Kubat et al.
1998), healthcare management (Cheng & Hu 2009), disease prediction. A review of prior research
results shows that a classification model induced from the imbalanced dataset have a high tendency of
classifying a new instance to be of the major (outcome) class (Cheng & Hu 2009; Chan et al. 1999).
Re-sampling, over-sampling or under-sampling, has been applied to address the imbalanced training
sample problem. In essence, over-sampling approach increases the number of examples pertaining to
the minority class through random duplications or synthetic instance creations. Lewis and Catlett
(2002) duplicate the instances of the minority class in a training sample in order to balance against
those of the majority class. DeRouin et al. (1991) use an artificial neural network to synthesize the
training instances. Chawla et al. (2002) propose a technique for synthesizing learning instances,
synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE), which synthesizes new instances by randomly
generating a data point between the randomly selected instance of the minority class and its nearest
neighbor. Specifically, SMOTE randomly selects an instance from the minority class and then
searches for its nearest neighbor. The difference between each attribute of the selected instance and
that of its nearest neighbor is calculated and then multiplied by a random number ranging from 0 to 1.
Finally, a new instance is generated by adding the difference to the respective attribute values of the
selected instance. For illustration, let’s assume an instance i having attributes (ia1, ia2) = (6, 4), its
nearest neighbor n having attributes (na1 ,na2) = (4, 3), and a random number of 0.1. The difference
between two instances can be calculated and multiplied by the random number, thus resulting in
(da1 ,da2) = (-2*0.1, -1*0.1) = (-0.2, -0.1). That is, a new instance i’is generate as (i’a1, i’a2) = (6, 4) +
(-0.2, -0.1) = (5.8, 3.9).
On the other hand, under-sampling retains the integrity of the minority by reducing the number of
instances of the majority class in a training sample, hereby creating a balanced sample across different
outcome classes. Under-sampling randomly samples the instances to be removed and thus may incur
the risk of removing the highly representative instances from the training sample. To address this
problem, Kubat and Matwin (1997) propose one-sided selection algorithm, which target the redundant,
boundary, and noisy instances for removals rather than relying on random sampling totally. To
alleviate the negative effects of sampling bias, previous research also employs a multi-classifier
committee through repeated sampling (Chan et al. 1999). In general, a multi-classifier committee uses
a set of classifiers to jointly predict a new instance. To induce each classifier, the number of instances
to be randomly selected from the majority class equals that of all the minority-class instances in the
training sample. An inductive learning technique is then applied to these sampled instances (of the
majority class) as well as all the instances of the minority class, hereby constructing an automated
classifier. This process is repeated for a specified number of times to create a classifier committee.
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Although resampling can address the imbalanced training sample problem through random sampling,
it may not be appropriate to construct a classifier for acute appendicitis because of the diverse and
atypical symptoms. The duplicated or synthesized instances created by over-sampling may not
sufficiently represent the cases. On the other hand, the effectiveness of under-sampling is constrained
by the quality of random sampling. Sampling evenly from the population (i.e., the majority class) may
make the training sample more representative, and thus, enhancing the classifier’s prediction accuracy
and generalization. On the contrary, poor sampling may introduce prediction biases in the classifier.
In this study, we address the imbalanced training sample problem by proposing a pre-clustering-based
approach that clusters the instances of the majority class into a set of groups before randomly
sampling the training examples from the majority-class instances. Our approach may create a more
representative training sample by evenly sampling from the majority-class instances and hereby
improves and stabilizes the prediction accuracy of the classifier constructed. For comparison purposes,
we include in our evaluation traditional SVM, an over-sampling technique (i.e., SMOTE), and a
multi-classifier committee built on under-sampling as benchmark techniques.
3. PRE-CLUSTERING-BASED CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUE
We take a pre-clustering-based approach to address the skewed training sample problem in acute
appendicitis diagnosis. Specifically, we develop a pre-clustering-based classification (PCC) technique,
which adopts a under-sampling strategy by reducing the number of instances pertaining to the
majority class (i.e., positive acute appendicitis) in the training sample. By pre-clustering the similar
examples of the majority class into groups and then selecting representative examples accordingly,
our proposed technique can reduce the information loss resulted from random sampling. In the
following, we detail the design of the PCC technique
As shown in Figure 1, the overall processing of the PCC technique consists of three phases: majority
example pre-clustering, representative example selection, and inductive classifier learning. In the
majority example pre-clustering phase, the proposed technique clusters the training examples of the
majority class (i.e., positive appendicitis) into a specified number of groups in order to simplify the
algorithm and avoid tedious parameter tuning. For lower variances within each group and reduced the
potential biases resulted from random sampling, the PCC favors a small-sized group in which the
training examples are more similar to one anther, compared with those of a large-sized group. By
making the number of groups to be clustered equal to the number of examples of the minority class
(i.e., negative appendicitis), we can balance the instances pertaining to each outcome class while
creating a large number of condensed clusters (groups). To partition the instances of the majority class,
the PCC employees the k-means clustering algorithm (Huang 1998), which commences by randomly
selecting k instances as the centroid of k distinct groups and swapping instances among groups until
reaching a minimal total squared error.
In the subsequent representative example selection phase, the PCC randomly draws an example from
each of the clusters created from the prior phase as its representative and use the selected examples as
representative training examples of the majority class. Finally, an inductive classifier learning
algorithm is applied to these representative examples of the majority class, in conjunction with the
training examples of the minority class, to construct a learning classifier for predicting acute
















Figure 1. Overall Processing of Pre-Clustering-based Classification (PCC) Technique
4. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION AND RESULTS
We empirically evaluated the effectiveness of the PCC technique, using clinical cases obtained from a
comprehensive medical center in Taiwan. Our evaluation also included Alvarado scoring system,
inductive learning algorithm (i.e., SVM), over-sampling approach (i.e., SMOTE), a multiple-classifier
committee for performance benchmark purposes. In the following, we detail our data collection,
evaluation design, and important evaluation results.
4.1 Data collection
We collected a total of 716 patient examination reports of appendectomy from a tertiary medical
center located in southern Taiwan, between January 2003 and July 2005. Each case consisted of
several attributes that included the patient’s age, gender, temperature, C-reactive protein (CRP), white
blood cell count (WBC), segment form (SEG), migration of abdominal pain, anorexia, nausea or
vomiting, right lower quadrant pain (RLQ Pain), rebound tenderness. To obviate the potential
influences of other factors (e.g., other illnesses or diseases), we first removed the cases that had a
documented delayed appendectomy as well as those with multiple surgical procedures performed
simultaneously; e.g., acute appendicitis and other medical conditions. We also removed incomplete
cases, including those with missing values. As a result, our sample consisted of 574 clinical cases;
among them, 110 cases pertained to negative appendectomy confirmed by pathological examinations
of the dissected specimen. In Table 1, we provide some descriptive statistics of our sample.
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(a) Descriptive Statistics of Nominal Attributes
Attribute YES NO
Migration of Abdominal Pain 194 380
Anorexia 190 384
Nausea or Vomiting 201 373
RLQ Pain 555 19
Rebound Pain 387 187
Evaluation of Temperature 144 430
Sex (M/F) 323 251
Acute Appendicitis 464 110
(b) Descriptive Statistics of Numerical Attributes
Attribute Average Minimum Maximum Positive Appendicitis Negative Appendicitis
Temperature (°C) 36.95 35.1 40.5 36.95 36.97
CRP (mg/L) 48.38 0.2 243.1 48.26 48.9
WBC (No./µL) 13372.99 1300 30600 13564 12565
SEG (%) 79.6 15 99 80.56 75.57
Age 36.18 3 87 36.97 32.5
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of the Sample Used in Our Study
4.2 Evaluation Design and Measurements
To mitigate the influences of prediction biases on prediction accuracy, we created a testing dataset that
had a balanced distribution between the number of instances pertaining to the positive and negative
classes by randomly selecting 20% of the negative instances and an identical number of positive
instances. The remaining instances constituted a training dataset that had a skewed distribution
between positive and negative appendectomy, with an approximate 5-to-1 ratio in favor of positive
appendectomy. The training dataset is appropriate for our evaluation purposes, since the percentage of
positive cases is sufficient to make the prediction of traditional inductive learning algorithms favor to
that class. To minimize the potential biases resulting from random sampling, we expanded the number
of trails by repeating this process 30 times. We hereafter report the effectiveness of each
investigated technique on the basis of its average performance across the 30 random trials.
To evaluate the effectiveness of each technique with respect to an outcome class (positive or negative
acute appendicitis), we employed sensitivity and specificity measurements that are commonly used in
clinical diagnoses. Sensitivity measures the percentage of actual positive cases that are correctly
identified as positive, whereas specificity measures the proportion of actual negative cases that are
correctly identified as negative. In addition, we also used g-criterion, the geometric mean of
sensitivity and specificity, which provides a holistic measurement by considering both sensitivity and
specificity rates while taking into account their trade-off. This geometric mean is less affected by
extreme values than the arithmetic mean and is useful in the presence of positively skewed
distributions. In general, a higher g-criterion suggests a classification technique achieves a higher
predictive accuracy while maintaining a greater balance between the sensitivity and specificity rates
(Kubat & Matwin 1997). Formally, the measurements included in our evaluation are defined as
follows: Sensitivity 
TP
TP+FN , Specificity 
TN
TN+FP , and g-criterion  Sensitivity×Sepcificity ,
where TP represents the number of testing examples correctly classified as of the positive class, TN
denotes the number of testing examples correctly classified as of the negative class, FP is the number
of testing examples incorrectly classified as of the positive class, and FN indicates the number of
testing examples incorrectly classified as of the negative class.
4.3 Evaluation Results
In our evaluation, we compared the effectiveness of the proposed PCC technique and several
prevalent benchmark techniques that include Alvarado scoring system, traditional SVM algorithm,
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SMOTE (a common over-sampling technique), and a multi-classifier committee. To evaluate the
Alvarado scoring system, we followed the suggestion by Alvarado (1986) by adopting seven as the
minimum threshold score for acute appendicitis. That is, we considered cases with a total score of
seven or higher acute appendicitis, and non-acute appendicitis otherwise. To assess the SMOTE, we
expanded the number of the minority examples by four times to balance against that of the majority
class. Moreover, we adopted a under-sampling technique to create a balanced training dataset for
constructing a multi-classifier committee. We performed parameter-tuning experimentally to
determine an appropriate number of classifiers, thereby forming a committee of nine classifiers to
predict acute appendicitis. All the investigated techniques that follow a sampling approach employed
the SVM algorithm as a basis for building their respective classifiers.
As we summarize in Table 2, there exists a trade-off between the sensitivity and specificity rates
associated with each investigated technique. The SVM showed a significant prediction bias in favor of
the positive class, thus resulting in the highest sensitivity rate of 1 and the lowest specificity rate of 0.
The SMOTE, an over-sampling technique, also exhibited a tendency of favoring the positive class, as
suggested by a high sensitivity rate of 0.68 and a relatively low specificity rate of 0.36. The prediction
biases seemed to reduce the overall predictive accuracy of the SVM as well as the SMOTE, which
respectively had the lowest g-criterion scores of 0 and 0.48 among all the investigated techniques. In
contrast, the sensitivity and specificity rates achieved by the Alvarado scoring system, the
multi-classifier committee, and the proposed PCC technique appeared more balanced as they attained
a g-criterion score higher than that achieved by the SVM or the SMOTE.
Furthermore, the PCC technique achieved the highest g-criterion score of 0.58, seemingly arriving at
a better overall prediction accuracy than any of the techniques we investigated. Specifically, the PCC
technique achieved a sensitivity rate of 0.59 and a specificity rate of 0.57, both of which were higher
than those associated with the multi-classifier committee. Because both the PCC technique and the
multi-classifier committee employ under-sampling, our comparative results suggested the proposed
pre-clustering-based technique advantageous for drawing representative instances from the
majority-class instances. Moreover, in comparison with the Alvarado scoring system, the PCC
technique seemed more sensitive in identifying positive acute appendicitis while being able to
maintain a comparable specificity with respect to the negative cases. Overall, our proposed technique
appeared to address the skewed distribution problem effectively, capable of reaching higher sensitivity
and specificity rates, as compared with the benchmark techniques we studied.
Sensitivity Specificity g-criterion
PCC 0.59 0.57 0.58
Alvarado Scoring System 0.50 0.60 0.54
SVM 1.00 0.00 0.00
SMOTE 0.68 0.36 0.48
Multi-classifier Committee 0.58 0.56 0.56
Table 2. Comparative Evaluation Results
5 CONCLUSION
Acute appendicitis is a common medical condition that requires a timely, accurate diagnosis that is
often challenged by the diverse and atypical symptoms associated. Prior research shows the value of
classification analysis for acute appendicitis diagnosis, toward which the skewed distribution of the
instances pertaining to positive and negative acute appendicitis has been problematic. In this study,
we propose a pre-clustering-based classification (PCC) technique to address the skewed distribution
problem. According to our comparative evaluation results, the PCC seems to outperform the
benchmark salient techniques, as manifested by its higher sensitivity, specificity, and g-criterion
scores. That is, our proposed pre-clustering-based technique is capable of making accurate predictions
of acute appendicitis without favoring the positive or negative class.
This study has contributed to the imbalanced learning sample problem in general and acute
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appendicitis diagnosis support in particular. The proposed PCC technique is able to alleviate the
negative influences of an imbalanced sample on prediction accuracy. We empirically examine the
effectiveness of the classifier constructed by the proposed technique, using prevalent practice and
classification techniques built on resampling as performance benchmarks. Moreover, the PCC
technique is effective and naïve without having to tune any additional parameter further, and thus, can
be easily implemented and applied. Overall, our evaluation results show that the PCC technique is less
biased toward the positive or negative class, compared with the benchmark techniques. The
imbalanced sample problem exists in many real-world situations, above and beyond healthcare
management. For example, the proposed PCC technique can be extended to cope with the imbalanced
sample problem associated with fraud detection, intrusion detection, product recommendation, spam
mail filtering, and etc..
Our study has several limitations that in turn point to several important future research directions.
First, we assume the availability of the attribute values in each training example, which may not hold
in some prediction scenarios often characterized by incomplete records or missing attribute values. It
is essential to cope with such problems by extending the PCC technique. Second, the dataset used in
current study is limited in terms of sheer volume and source as they are obtained from a single
medical center. Additional data collections, preferably from other healthcare organizations, are
necessary for further evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed technique, hereby generating more
convincing evidence suggesting its clinical efficacy. Third, we show the use of the PCC technique to
support acute appendicitis diagnosis; for increased generalizability, its applications in classification
scenarios involving similar skewed distribution problems also have to be examined.
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